
 
 

Whoever said that dinosaurs were extinct has not traveled the hall that leads to Mrs. 

Hix’s kindergarten classroom in E. E. Emerson Elementary.  The room is alive with every kind of 

dinosaur imaginable.   

When Mrs. Hix was approached about teaching summer school, she immediately 

started thinking about a theme to work her reading and math around.  It is, after all, summer, 

so the theme should be fun and interesting to both boys and girls.  Plus, all kids love crafts, so 

what better unit than Dinosaurs?  The kids are digging in a sand pit right in there very own 

classroom looking for dinosaur eggs.  Each student must crack their own egg open to 

determine what dinosaur they have in their possession.  They have watched videos about 

dinosaurs and even painted dinosaurs. Believe it or not, these little guys are keeping a journal 

about their discoveries!  There may be some future paleontologists in the making.  Mrs. Hix 

said volcanoes are next on the list of adventures for this group of explorers.  It sounds as if 

summer school is the place to be! 

 

 

    
 

                    J. W. Street proudly displays his purple triceratops.  
 

More pictures below 



 
Carlos Fernandez and Lexi Bilodeaux displaying their dinosaur art work.  

 

 
Lexi Bilodeaux and Johanna Soto on a quest for dinosaur eggs! 
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Above: Willow Haney proudly displaying her artwork. 

Below:  Willow is attempting to crack open her dinosaur egg. 
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Lexi Bilodeaux continues searching for a dinosaur egg, while Mason Clymer proudly displays 

his.  

  
Left: J. W. Street finds an egg!  

 Right: Tagen Juristy carefully painting his dinosaur.  
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             Dinosaurs hidden beneath the ice are being uncovered by eager explorers.   

             Left to right: Mason Clymer, J.W. Street, Jackson McEntire, and Carlos Rodriguez 

 

     
Carlos Fernandez and Joahanna Soto are adding color to their dinosaurs.  

                                           


